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KEY=NEAMEN - RANDY KAELYN
SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS AND DEVICES
BASIC PRINCIPLES
This text aims to provide the fundamentals necessary to understand semiconductor device characteristics, operations
and limitations. Quantum mechanics and quantum theory are explored, and this background helps give students a
deeper understanding of the essentials of physics and semiconductors.

SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS AND DEVICES
McGraw-Hill Science/Engineering/Math Neamen's Semiconductor Physics and Devices, Third Edition. deals with the
electrical properties and characteristics of semiconductor materials and devices. The goal of this book is to bring
together quantum mechanics, the quantum theory of solids, semiconductor material physics, and semiconductor
device physics in a clear and understandable way.
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SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE FUNDAMENTALS
Prentice Hall Special Features *Computer-based exercises and homework problems -- unique to this text and comprising
25% of the total number of problems -- encourage students to address realistic and challenging problems, experiment
with what if scenarios, and easily obtain graphical outputs. Problems are designed to progressively enhance MATLABuse proﬁciency, so students need not be familiar with MATLAB at the start of your course. Program scripts that are
answers to exercises in the text are available at no charge in electronic form (see Teaching Resources below).
*Supplement and Review Mini-Chapters after each of the text's three parts contain an extensive review list of terms,
test-like problem sets with answers, and detailed suggestions on supplemental reading to reinforce students' learning
and help them prepare for exams. *Read-Only Chapters, strategically placed to provide a change of pace during the
course, provide informative, yet enjoyable reading for students. *Measurement Details and Results samples oﬀer
students a realistic perspective on the seldom-perfect nature of device characteristics, contrary to the way they are
often represented in introductory texts. Content Highlig

SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS AND DEVICES
BASIC PRINCIPLES
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE PHYSICS AND DESIGN
Springer Science & Business Media Semiconductor Device Physics and Design teaches readers how to approach device
design from the point of view of someone who wants to improve devices and can see the opportunity and challenges. It
begins with coverage of basic physics concepts, including the physics behind polar heterostructures and strained
heterostructures. The book then details the important devices ranging from p-n diodes to bipolar and ﬁeld eﬀect
devices. By relating device design to device performance and then relating device needs to system use the student can
see how device design works in the real world.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SEMICONDUCTORS
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PHYSICS AND MATERIALS PROPERTIES
Springer Science & Business Media Excellent bridge between general solid-state physics textbook and research articles
packed with providing detailed explanations of the electronic, vibrational, transport, and optical properties of
semiconductors "The most striking feature of the book is its modern outlook ... provides a wonderful foundation. The
most wonderful feature is its eﬃcient style of exposition ... an excellent book." Physics Today "Presents the theoretical
derivations carefully and in detail and gives thorough discussions of the experimental results it presents. This makes it
an excellent textbook both for learners and for more experienced researchers wishing to check facts. I have enjoyed
reading it and strongly recommend it as a text for anyone working with semiconductors ... I know of no better text ... I
am sure most semiconductor physicists will ﬁnd this book useful and I recommend it to them." Contemporary Physics
Oﬀers much new material: an extensive appendix about the important and by now well-established, deep center known
as the DX center, additional problems and the solutions to over ﬁfty of the problems at the end of the various
chapters.

PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
John Wiley & Sons The new edition of the most detailed and comprehensive single-volume reference on major
semiconductor devices The Fourth Edition of Physics of Semiconductor Devices remains the standard reference work
on the fundamental physics and operational characteristics of all major bipolar, unipolar, special microwave, and
optoelectronic devices. This fully updated and expanded edition includes approximately 1,000 references to original
research papers and review articles, more than 650 high-quality technical illustrations, and over two dozen tables of
material parameters. Divided into ﬁve parts, the text ﬁrst provides a summary of semiconductor properties, covering
energy band, carrier concentration, and transport properties. The second part surveys the basic building blocks of
semiconductor devices, including p-n junctions, metal-semiconductor contacts, and metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) capacitors. Part III examines bipolar transistors, MOSFETs (MOS ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors), and other ﬁeld-eﬀect
transistors such as JFETs (junction ﬁeld-eﬀect-transistors) and MESFETs (metal-semiconductor ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors).
Part IV focuses on negative-resistance and power devices. The book concludes with coverage of photonic devices and
sensors, including light-emitting diodes (LEDs), solar cells, and various photodetectors and semiconductor sensors.
This classic volume, the standard textbook and reference in the ﬁeld of semiconductor devices: Provides the practical
foundation necessary for understanding the devices currently in use and evaluating the performance and limitations of
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future devices Oﬀers completely updated and revised information that reﬂects advances in device concepts,
performance, and application Features discussions of topics of contemporary interest, such as applications of photonic
devices that convert optical energy to electric energy Includes numerous problem sets, real-world examples, tables,
ﬁgures, and illustrations; several useful appendices; and a detailed solutions manual for Instructor's only Explores new
work on leading-edge technologies such as MODFETs, resonant-tunneling diodes, quantum-cascade lasers, singleelectron transistors, real-space-transfer devices, and MOS-controlled thyristors Physics of Semiconductor Devices,
Fourth Edition is an indispensable resource for design engineers, research scientists, industrial and electronics
engineering managers, and graduate students in the ﬁeld.

PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
John Wiley & Sons The Third Edition of the standard textbook and reference in the ﬁeld of semiconductor devices This
classic book has set the standard for advanced study and reference in the semiconductor device ﬁeld. Now completely
updated and reorganized to reﬂect the tremendous advances in device concepts and performance, this Third Edition
remains the most detailed and exhaustive single source of information on the most important semiconductor devices.
It gives readers immediate access to detailed descriptions of the underlying physics and performance characteristics of
all major bipolar, ﬁeld-eﬀect, microwave, photonic, and sensor devices. Designed for graduate textbook adoptions and
reference needs, this new edition includes: A complete update of the latest developments New devices such as threedimensional MOSFETs, MODFETs, resonant-tunneling diodes, semiconductor sensors, quantum-cascade lasers, singleelectron transistors, real-space transfer devices, and more Materials completely reorganized Problem sets at the end
of each chapter All ﬁgures reproduced at the highest quality Physics of Semiconductor Devices, Third Edition oﬀers
engineers, research scientists, faculty, and students a practical basis for understanding the most important devices in
use today and for evaluating future device performance and limitations. A Solutions Manual is available from the
editorial department.

AN INTRODUCTION TO SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
An Introduction to Semiconductor Devices by Donald Neamen provides an understanding of the characteristics,
operations and limitations of semiconductor devices. In order to provide this understanding, the book brings together
the fundamental physics of the semiconductor material and the semiconductor device physics. This new text provides
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an accessible and modern presentation of material. Quantum mechanic material is minimal, and the most advanced
material is designated with an icon. Excellent pedagogy is present throughout the book in the form of interesting
chapters openers, worked examples, a variety of exercises, key terms, and end of chapter problems.

MICROELECTRONICS
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
This junior level electronics text provides a foundation for analyzing and designing analog and digital electronics
throughout the book. Extensive pedagogical features including numerous design examples, problem solving technique
sections, Test Your Understanding questions, and chapter checkpoints lend to this classic text. The author, Don
Neamen, has many years experience as an Engineering Educator. His experience shines through each chapter of the
book, rich with realistic examples and practical rules of thumb.The Third Edition continues to oﬀer the same hallmark
features that made the previous editions such a success.Extensive Pedagogy: A short introduction at the beginning of
each chapter links the new chapter to the material presented in previous chapters. The objectives of the chapter are
then presented in the Preview section and then are listed in bullet form for easy reference.Test Your Understanding
Exercise Problems with provided answers have all been updated. Design Applications are included at the end of
chapters. A speciﬁc electronic design related to that chapter is presented. The various stages in the design of an
electronic thermometer are explained throughout the text.Speciﬁc Design Problems and Examples are highlighted
throughout as well.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
This junior-level electronics text provides a foundation for analyzing and designing analog and digital electronic
circuits. Computer analysis and design are recognized as signiﬁcant factors in electronics throughout the book. The
use of computer tools is presented carefully, alongside the important hand analysis and calculations. The author, Don
Neamen, has many years experience as an enginering educator and an engineer. His experience shines through each
chapter of the book, rich with realistic examples and practical rules of thumb. The book is divided into three parts. Part
1 covers semiconductor devices and basic circuit applications. Part 2 covers more advanced topics in analog
electronics, and Part 3 considers digital electronic circuits.
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TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR SEMICONDUCTORS
Springer Science & Business Media This volume presents a systematic and mathematically accurate description and
derivation of transport equations in solid state physics, in particular semiconductor devices.

THE PHYSICS OF SOLAR CELLS
World Scientiﬁc Publishing Company This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the physics of the photovoltaic
cell. It is suitable for undergraduates, graduate students, and researchers new to the ﬁeld. It covers: basic physics of
semiconductors in photovoltaic devices; physical models of solar cell operation; characteristics and design of common
types of solar cell; and approaches to increasing solar cell eﬃciency. The text explains the terms and concepts of solar
cell device physics and shows the reader how to formulate and solve relevant physical problems. Exercises and worked
solutions are included.

COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
PHYSICS, TECHNOLOGY, AND DEVICE CONCEPTS
CRC Press This book provides an overview of compound semiconductor materials and their technology. After presenting
a theoretical background, it describes the relevant material preparation technologies for bulk and thin-layer epitaxial
growth. It then brieﬂy discusses the electrical, optical, and structural properties of semiconductors, complemented by
a description of the most popular characterization tools, before more complex hetero- and low-dimensional structures
are discussed. A special chapter is devoted to GaN and related materials, owing to their huge importance in modern
optoelectronic and electronic devices, on the one hand, and their particular properties compared to other compound
semiconductors, on the other. In the last part of the book, the physics and functionality of optoelectronic and
electronic device structures (LEDs, laser diodes, solar cells, ﬁeld-eﬀect and heterojunction bipolar transistors) are
discussed on the basis of the speciﬁc properties of compound semiconductors presented in the preceding chapters of
the book. Compound semiconductors form the back-bone of all opto-electronic and electronic devices besides the
classical Si electronics. Currently the most important ﬁeld is solid state lighting with highly eﬃcient LEDs emitting
visible light. Also laser diodes of all wavelength ranges between mid-infrared and near ultraviolet have been the
enabler for a huge number of unprecedented applications like CDs and DVDs for entertainment and data storage, not
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to speak about the internet, which would be impossible without optical data communications with infrared laser diodes
as key elements. This book provides a concise overview over this class of materials, including the most important
technological aspects for their fabrication and characterisation, also covering the most relevant devices based on
compound semiconductors. It presents therefore an excellent introduction into this subject not only for students, but
also for engineers and scientist who intend to put their focus on this ﬁeld of science.

PRINCIPLES OF SOLAR CELLS, LEDS AND DIODES
THE ROLE OF THE PN JUNCTION
John Wiley & Sons A textbook introducing the physical concepts required for acomprehensive understanding of p-n
junction devices, light emittingdiodes and solar cells. Semiconductor devices have made a major impact on the way
wework and live. Today semiconductor p-n junction diode devices are experiencing substantial growth:solar cells are
used on an unprecedented scale in the renewable energy industry; and light emitting diodes(LEDs) are revolutionizing
energy eﬃcient lighting. These twoemerging industries based on p-n junctions make a signiﬁcantcontribution to the
reduction in fossil fuel consumption. Principles of Solar Cells, LEDs and Diodes covers the twomost important
applications of semiconductor diodes - solar cells and LEDs - together with quantitative coverageof the physics of the
p-n junction. _ e reader will gain a thorough understanding of p-n junctions asthe text begins with semiconductor and
junction device fundamentalsand extends to the practical implementation of semiconductors inboth photovoltaic and
LED devices. _ e treatment of a range of importantsemiconductor materials and device structures is also presented in a
readable manner. Topics are divided into the following six chapters; • Semiconductor Physics • The PN Junction Diode •
Photon Emission and Absorption • The Solar Cell • Light Emitting Diodes • Organic Semiconductors, OLEDs and Solar
Cells Containing student problems at the end of each chapter andworked example problems throughout, this textbook
is intended forsenior level undergraduate students doing courses in electricalengineering, physics and materials
science. Researchers working onsolar cells and LED devices, and those in the electronics industrywould also beneﬁt
from the background information the bookprovides.

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES : BASIC PRINCIPLES
John Wiley & Sons Market_Desc: · Electrical Engineers Special Features: · Over 150 solved examples that clarify concepts
are integrated throughout the text. · End-of-chapter summary tables and hundreds of ﬁgures are included to reinforce
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the intricacies of modern semiconductor devices· Coverage of device optimization issues shows the reader how in each
device one has to trade one performance against another About The Book: This introductory text presents a wellbalanced coverage of semiconductor physics and device operation and shows how devices are optimized for
applications. The text begins with an exploration of the basic physical processes upon which all semiconductor devices
are based. Next, the author focuses on the operation of the important semiconductor devices along with issues
relating to the optimization of device performance.

THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTORS
WITH APPLICATIONS TO OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES
Cambridge University Press Graduate text with comprehensive treatment of semiconductor device physics and
engineering, and descriptions of real optoelectronic devices.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUIT THEORY,9/E WITH CD
Pearson Education India

INTRODUCTION TO NANOELECTRONICS
SCIENCE, NANOTECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND APPLICATIONS
Cambridge University Press Textbook presenting the fundamentals of nanoscience and nanotechnology with a view to
nanoelectronics. Covers the underlying physics; nanostructures, including nanoobjects; methods for growth,
fabrication and characterization of nanomaterials; and nanodevices. Provides a unifying framework for the basic ideas
needed to understand the recent developments in the ﬁeld. Includes numerous illustrations, homework problems and a
number of interactive Java applets. For advanced undergraduate and graduate students in electrical and electronic
engineering, nanoscience, materials, bioengineering and chemical engineering. Instructor solutions and Java applets
available from www.cambridge.org/9780521881722.

SEMICONDUCTOR GAS SENSORS
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Woodhead Publishing Semiconductor Gas Sensors, Second Edition, summarizes recent research on basic principles, new
materials and emerging technologies in this essential ﬁeld. Chapters cover the foundation of the underlying principles
and sensing mechanisms of gas sensors, include expanded content on gas sensing characteristics, such as response,
sensitivity and cross-sensitivity, present an overview of the nanomaterials utilized for gas sensing, and review the
latest applications for semiconductor gas sensors, including environmental monitoring, indoor monitoring, medical
applications, CMOS integration and chemical warfare agents. This second edition has been completely updated, thus
ensuring it reﬂects current literature and the latest materials systems and applications. Includes an overview of key
applications, with new chapters on indoor monitoring and medical applications Reviews developments in gas sensors
and sensing methods, including an expanded section on gas sensor theory Discusses the use of nanomaterials in gas
sensing, with new chapters on single-layer graphene sensors, graphene oxide sensors, printed sensors, and much
more

SEMICONDUCTOR OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES
INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICS AND SIMULATION
Elsevier Optoelectronics has become an important part of our lives. Wherever light is used to transmit information, tiny
semiconductor devices are needed to transfer electrical current into optical signals and vice versa. Examples include
light emitting diodes in radios and other appliances, photodetectors in elevator doors and digital cameras, and laser
diodes that transmit phone calls through glass ﬁbers. Such optoelectronic devices take advantage of sophisticated
interactions between electrons and light. Nanometer scale semiconductor structures are often at the heart of modern
optoelectronic devices. Their shrinking size and increasing complexity make computer simulation an important tool to
design better devices that meet ever rising perfomance requirements. The current need to apply advanced design
software in optoelectronics follows the trend observed in the 1980's with simulation software for silicon devices.
Today, software for technology computer-aided design (TCAD) and electronic design automation (EDA) represents a
fundamental part of the silicon industry. In optoelectronics, advanced commercial device software has emerged
recently and it is expected to play an increasingly important role in the near future. This book will enable students,
device engineers, and researchers to more eﬀectively use advanced design software in optoelectronics. Provides
fundamental knowledge in semiconductor physics and in electromagnetics, while helping to understand and use
advanced device simulation software Demonstrates the combination of measurements and simulations in order to
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obtain realistic results and provides data on all required material parameters Gives deep insight into the physics of
state-of-the-art devices and helps to design and analyze of modern optoelectronic devices

SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
"This is the ﬁfth edition of the most widely used introductory book on semiconductor materials, physics, devices and
technology. The book was written with two basic goals in mind: 1) develop the basic semiconductor physics concepts
to understand current and future devices; 2) provide a sound understanding of current semiconductor devices and
technology so that their applications to electronic and optoelectronic circuits and systems can be appreciated."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary ﬁeld provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

FUNDAMENTALS OF SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS AND DEVICES
World Scientiﬁc This book is an introduction to the principles of semiconductor physics, linking its scientiﬁc aspects with
practical applications. It is addressed to both readers who wish to learn semiconductor physics and those seeking to
understand semiconductor devices. It is particularly well suited for those who want to do both.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SEMICONDUCTOR FABRICATION
John Wiley & Sons Oﬀers a basic, up-to-date introduction to semiconductor fabrication technology, including both the
theoretical and practical aspects of all major steps in the fabrication sequence Presents comprehensive coverage of
process sequences Introduces readers to modern simulation tools Addresses the practical aspects of integrated circuit
fabrication Clearly explains basic processing theory

SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS
Springer Science & Business Media The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with a self-contained treatment of
fundamen tal solid state and semiconductor device physics. The material presented in the text is based upon the
lecture notes of a one-year graduate course sequence taught by this author for many years in the ·Department of
Electrical Engineering of the University of Florida. It is intended as an introductory textbook for graduate students in
electrical engineering. However, many students from other disciplines and backgrounds such as chemical engineering,
materials science, and physics have also taken this course sequence, and will be interested in the material presented
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herein. This book may also serve as a general reference for device engineers in the semiconductor industry. The
present volume covers a wide variety of topics on basic solid state physics and physical principles of various
semiconductor devices. The main subjects covered include crystal structures, lattice dynamics, semiconductor
statistics, energy band theory, excess carrier phenomena and recombination mechanisms, carrier transport and
scattering mechanisms, optical properties, photoelectric eﬀects, metal-semiconductor devices, the p--n junction diode,
bipolar junction transistor, MOS devices, photonic devices, quantum eﬀect devices, and high speed III-V semiconductor
devices. The text presents a uniﬁed and balanced treatment of the physics of semiconductor materials and devices. It
is intended to provide physicists and mat erials scientists with more device backgrounds, and device engineers with a
broader knowledge of fundamental solid state physics.

MODERN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Prentice Hall Modern Semiconductor Devices for Integrated Circuits, First Edition introduces readers to the world of
modern semiconductor devices with an emphasis on integrated circuit applications. KEY TOPICS: Electrons and Holes in
Semiconductors; Motion and Recombination of Electrons and Holes; Device Fabrication Technology; PN and
Metal–Semiconductor Junctions; MOS Capacitor; MOS Transistor; MOSFETs in ICs—Scaling, Leakage, and Other Topics;
Bipolar Transistor. MARKET: Written by an experienced teacher, researcher, and expert in industry practices, this
succinct and forward-looking text is appropriate for anyone interested in semiconductor devices for integrated
curcuits, and serves as a suitable reference text for practicing engineers.

SEMICONDUCTOR FUNDAMENTALS
Prentice Hall This book presents those terms, concepts, equations, and models that are routinely used in describing the
operational behavior of solid state devices. The second edition provides many new problems and illustrative examples.

NANOSCALE TRANSISTORS
DEVICE PHYSICS, MODELING AND SIMULATION
Springer Science & Business Media To push MOSFETs to their scaling limits and to explore devices that may complement or
even replace them at molecular scale, a clear understanding of device physics at nanometer scale is necessary.
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Nanoscale Transistors provides a description on the recent development of theory, modeling, and simulation of
nanotransistors for electrical engineers, physicists, and chemists working on nanoscale devices. Simple physical
pictures and semi-analytical models, which were validated by detailed numerical simulations, are provided for both
evolutionary and revolutionary nanotransistors. After basic concepts are reviewed, the text summarizes the essentials
of traditional semiconductor devices, digital circuits, and systems to supply a baseline against which new devices can
be assessed. A nontraditional view of the MOSFET using concepts that are valid at nanoscale is developed and then
applied to nanotube FET as an example of how to extend the concepts to revolutionary nanotransistors. This practical
guide then explore the limits of devices by discussing conduction in single molecules

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
AN INTRODUCTION
McGraw-Hill College The basic semiconductor devices are explored at two levels: (1) a mathematically rigorous but simple
model for each device is developed and then; (2) the motivations of modern devices which are more complex are
provided. By discussing silicon, gallium arsenide and other semiconductor based devices, the text provides a state-ofthe-art discussion of modern electronic devices. Most subsections end with a solved example so that the reader
develops a feel of real numbers and the importance of device design.

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF SEMICONDUCTOR HETEROJUNCTIONS
Springer Science & Business Media E se non che di cid son vere prove A nd were it not for the true evidence Per piti e piti
autori, che sa, ra. nno Of many authors who will be Per i miei versi nominati altrove, Mentioned elsewhere in my rhyme
Non presterei alla penna 10. mana I would not lend my hand to the pen Per nota1' cid ch'io vidi, can temenza And
describe my observations, for fear ehe non fosse do. altri casso e van 0; That they would be rejected and in vane; Mala
lor chiara. e vera. esperienza But these authors' clear and true experience Mi assicura. nel dir, come persone
Encourages me to report, since they Degne di fede ad ogni gra. n sentenza. Should always be trusted for their word.
[From" Dittamondo", by Fazio degli UbertiJ Heterojunction interfaces, the interfaces between diﬀerent semiconducting
materi als, have been extensively explored for over a quarter of a century. The justiﬁca tion for this eﬀort is clear these interfaces could become the building blocks of lllany novel solid-state devices. Other interfaces involving
semiconductors are al ready widely used in technology, These are, for example, metal-semiconductor and insulator-
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semiconductor junctions and hOll1ojunctions. In comparison, the present applications of heterojunction int. erfaces are
limited, but they could potentially becOlne lnuch lllore ext. ensive in the neal' future. The path towards the widespread
use of heterojunctions is obstructed by several obstacles

ELECTRONIC MATERIALS AND DEVICES
Academic Press This book provides the knowledge and understanding necessary to comprehend the operation of
individual electronic devices that are found in modern micro-electronics. As a textbook, it is aimed at the third-year
undergraduate curriculum in electrical engineering, in which the physical electronic properties are used to develop an
introductory understanding to the semiconductor devices used in modern micro-electronics. The emphasis of the book
is on providing detailed physical insight into the microscopic mechanisms that form the cornerstone for these
technologies. Mathematical treatments are therefore kept to the minimum level necessary to achieve suitable rigor. *
Covers crystalline structure * Thorough introduction to the key principles of quantum mechanics * Semiconductor
statistics, impurities, and controlled doping * Detailed analysis of the operation of semiconductor devices, including pn junctions, ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors, metal-semiconductor junctions and bipolar junction transistors * Discussion of
optoelectronic devices such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers * Chapters on the device applications of
dielectrics, magnetic materials, and superconductors

ELECTRONICS WITH DISCRETE COMPONENTS
John Wiley & Sons Designed for a one semester course on electronics for physics and science majors, this text oﬀers a
comprehensive, up-to-date alternative to currently available texts by providing a modern approach to the course. It
includes the mix of theory and practice that matches the typical electronics course syllabus with balanced coverage of
both digital and analog electronics.

PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, 3RD ED
John Wiley & Sons Market_Desc: · Design Engineers· Research Scientists· Industrial and Electronics Engineering
Managers· Graduate Students Special Features: · Completely updated with 30-50% revisions· Will include worked
examples and end-of-the-chapter problems (with a solutions manual)· First edition was the most cited work in
contemporary engineering and applied science publications (over 12000 citations since 1969) About The Book: This
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classic reference provides detailed information on the underlying physics and operational characteristics of all major
bipolar, unipolar, special microwave, and optoelectronic devices. It integrates nearly 1,000 references to important
original research papers and review articles, and includes more than 650 high-quality technical illustrations and 25
tables of material parameters for device analysis.

INTRODUCTION TO SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS AND DEVICES
John Wiley & Sons Market_Desc: · Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Students of Electrical Engineering About The
Book: This comprehensive introduction to the elementary theory and properties of semiconductors describes the basic
physics of semiconductor materials and technologies for fabrication of semiconductor devices. Addresses approaches
to modeling and provides details of measurement techniques. It also includes numerous illustrative examples and
graded problems.

DIGITAL LOGIC AND COMPUTER DESIGN
Pearson Education India This book presents the basic concepts used in the design and analysis of digital systems and
introduces the principles of digital computer organization and design.

SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
OUP India The second edition of Solid State Electronic Devices serves as a textbook for an introductory course on solid
state electronic devices.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Richard d Irwin

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRONICS: BOOK 1
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS
Morgan & Claypool Publishers This book, Electronic Devices and Circuit Application, is the ﬁrst of four books of a larger
work, Fundamentals of Electronics. It is comprised of four chapters describing the basic operation of each of the four
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fundamental building blocks of modern electronics: operational ampliﬁers, semiconductor diodes, bipolar junction
transistors, and ﬁeld eﬀect transistors. Attention is focused on the reader obtaining a clear understanding of each of
the devices when it is operated in equilibrium. Ideas fundamental to the study of electronic circuits are also developed
in the book at a basic level to lessen the possibility of misunderstandings at a higher level. The diﬀerence between
linear and non-linear operation is explored through the use of a variety of circuit examples including ampliﬁers
constructed with operational ampliﬁers as the fundamental component and elementary digital logic gates constructed
with various transistor types. Fundamentals of Electronics has been designed primarily for use in an upper division
course in electronics for electrical engineering students. Typically such a course spans a full academic years consisting
of two semesters or three quarters. As such, Electronic Devices and Circuit Applications, and the following two books,
Ampliﬁers: Analysis and Design and Active Filters and Ampliﬁer Frequency Response, form an appropriate body of
material for such a course. Secondary applications include the use in a one-semester electronics course for engineers
or as a reference for practicing engineers.

DEVICES: THEORY
Cengage Learning
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